Activities

1. (LS2) Entire class participates in a circle dance. (Dance Standard 2)
   (RC3) Theme – community, cultural, modern/current, historical.
   Dance to recorded music, live music, their own drumming, to poetry.
   Response to piece of art. (Dance Standard 1)
   School Performances. (End Product)
   Pride Programs. (Parents invited)

2. Smaller group interpretation/s. Creating. (Dance Standard 2)

3. (WS5) Journal – Reflection. (Dance Standard 4)


5. (RC4) Connect to Writing Prompt – Sequence: Beginning, Middle and End.
   (Dance Standard 2)

6. (RF2, RL1) Dance vocabulary. Meaning. (Dance Standard 1)

7. Math: Patterns, Computations, Counting. (Dance Standard 5)

8. Audience Expectations / Polite Behavior (Dance Standard 4)

   (Dance Standard 5)

10. View, Critique, Discuss “Dance” Videotapes.